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i
chamfering and deburring eperadon
on. gear teeth have becom moreimportant as the automation of gear manufacI tlIring
__
lines in the automotive industry
have teamly i.ncreased. Quieter gears require
more accurate chamfers. This operation 311 0 ttan ~
lares into significant cost aving by avoiding
cosUy rework operations, Thi article discu-se
!.be different types of chamfers on gear teeth and
outlines manufacturing methods andgui.cfelines to
determine chamfer sizes and angles for the product and process engineer,
Wby Chamfers?
Chamfers are needed in gears:
• To prevent nick and bump damage along the
active looth surface after the shavi ..ng or fiaishing
operation;
• To prevent bum and sharp edges which call e
gear noise;
• To prevent the break-off of burrs and sharp
edges duri~g torque lransfer wben the gears have
been assembted in boxes or triUlsfer cases;
• For cosmetic reasons.
[0 the last few years, gear manufacturers have
intensifiedtheir efforts to prevent or reduce nick and
bump damage. Handlil1g system have ratchet conveyors, which prevent the gears from touching each
other, Special baskets are used to protect. the gears
from accidental damage d1.lr:in,g beat treatmenl:
process. Operator training has . tressed the careful
handling of gears at every tage of production. ln
spim of a1Ilhesesteps,. the problem still persists. The
number of gears :rejected because of nicks can range
from ]()-.6()% of a batch. Nicks modify lead or invoIUm charact.eris:tics, causing meshing def'eCts.
Chamfers sign:ificarlUy reduce noise while me
gears mesh and effectively protect all vulnerable
zones in the gear tooth.
Types. of 'Cbamfers
FoW' chamfers are shown in Fig. I. Chamfer A
is llIe tip chamfer along the lead produced by the
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A) End of chamfu along lead; DJ lIasic rack of preshavetool.

preshave tool. B is the acute edge chamfer in
cylindrical helical. gears. C is the obtuse edge
chamfer in cylindrical helical gears produced by
cutting. g-rindi:l1gor rolling operations. D is lite tip
chamfer on end faces produced during the turning
of blanks.
The lip chamter along the lead i generally
executed while cutting the gear with either a bob
ora shaper cutter which has a modified tooth profile called emi-toppiog, The size of me chamfer
depends on the gear's diametral pitch (me module). G nerally it is
,6", = 0.10-0. IS, mm
r = 30-40°
See Fig. 2 for details.
It i difficult to maintain the ize of the tip
chamfer, since it is related to the tolerances of the
outside diameters and gear tooth thickness. For
example,gears
with normal diametraJ pitches liP'
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to 8~10 (module 2.5-3 ..0) have an 0.0. tolerance
of roughly 0.0.08" (.0.2 rum) and a variation of
.0.004" per side (0.1 mmiside).The
cutting tolerance on tooth thickness may De ± .0.0008" (.0..02.
rum), which affects the cutting tool position. The
chamfer wiU have the following variation:

A

s. = (.0.0008)
m

where

Fig •.3 -

Gear tooth with ,edge chamfer and both tip, chamfen.

Fig. 4 -

Gear tooth with tip chamfer !Uld tlp,ehamfer along lead and edge chamfer.
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.Flg• .5- Chamfer angles must be set with exposed points as, far ,away from the ends
of the tooth as possible.

Fig•.IS- Sharing reduces the size 01 the 'chamfer to some extent.
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all :: norma]
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pressure angle

When ,ail = 14°3.0',Ali", = O.£K)3"~O.077mm).
When all:: 2.0°, ti,lim:: O'()()2" (.0..055 rum).
This variation is close to 5.0% of the nominal
value of the chamfer size. This becomes much
more significant when we are dealing with gears
with. a normal diametral pitch (NDP) of more
than 2.0 (or module less than 1.25). The tolerances
of the O.D .. and the tooth thickness exceed the
chamfer's nominal value. It then becomes necessary to cut the gears with "topping" tools, which
simultaneously cut the teeth and the 0.0.
Sometimes when it is necessary to use as
much active profile as possible because tip chamfers reduce the working diameter and the line of
action, gear designs do not allow tip chamfers, In
some rare instances, amy a few tenths ofa millimeter makeup the meshing continuity. Such
constraints
must be resolved during the early
stage of a transmission design, and the designer
must make accommodations for tip chamfer.
The chamfer "0" on end faces is required for
assembly purposes and for smoother meshing.
The chamfer "0.,." which is put on the gear during
runting, can actually cause more nicks than it prevents. Usually the project engineer requires an
end tip chamfer without paying too much attention to its size. From Fig. 3, it can be seen that as
chamfer "D" is increased, chamfers "AU and "B"
provide less protection. Therefore, it should be
made as smaIl as possible and never lar-ger than
the value
Sd:::: O.S(a + b)
Another reason favoring reduction of the end
tip chamfer to a: minimum is the presence of hobbing and shaping burrs in this area. These burrs
are not removed by the usual deburring tools and
may be difficult to remove if they are large.
Smaller burrs usually disappear during heat treatment. or shot peening. If the chamfer "0" is large
and has a heavy burr, sometimes it is necessary to
employ an additional deburring tool.
From Fig ..4, it is dear that in the absence of an
edge chamfer, poi:ntA is more exposed to nicking,
With. an edge chamfer, the most exposed point,
A I, is shifted towards the ins ide and is therefore
less prone to Ilicks..The tip chamfer is rendered

useless unless there is an edge chamfer. Edge
chamfer dimensions do not have the constraints of
tip chamfers., since they are mad.e after the gear
teeth are cut. Their dimensions are to some extent
independ m of gear tooth tolerance . Chamfer
size range from 0.012" (0.3 mm) to 0.030" (0.8)
rnm. The angles need to be set so that the expo ed
points are as far .away from '!he ends of the tooth
as po sible (see Fig. 5). A the heliix angle increases, the chamfer angle (related to the 'tooth axis),
decreases to less taan 20°. For example, a 30°
helix angle will lead loa [SO charmer angle ..There
i orne reduction in the chamfer ire while shaving (Fig .. 6), During thi process, 0.00[5" (OlM
mm) of stock is removed from. each flank. If the
Original chamfeJ' size was 0..012" (03 mm), the
chamfer size after shaving would be
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Fig, '1 - Coned chamfering
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= 0.19:mm or O.(~)75"
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Therefore. i.t is neces ary ,to stan with a Warger
size chamfer, maybe 0.024-0.1030" (o.'.'(j....{).811l1D). 1 I
The cbamfer should be made without fmis'bing
with a tep, Sometimes it is better to chamfer
the root fiUe! even if thrs area is Datu ceptible
to nicking .. fig. 7 shows the correct procedure
Fig. 8 - A cross section of gear and ehamrcrl~1l tooll:eetb.
for chamfering ..
approach also requires a lot of eperator assistance
Production Methods
to. maintain a good setup.
Edge chamfers can be produced by three difA grinding operation. Ell this method, a grindferent methods,
ing wheel is used to produce the ctlamfers; The
A. cutting ope.r.alion. There are two cutting
advantages are low cycle timesand
acceptable
methods. The machine may 'be designed to have a
chamfers
all
aro1!md,
but
the
grinding
powder
milling cutter and a gear train of CNC equipment
mixed with steel particles poHutestbe
atmosto generate an involute. The milling cutter can be
phere. creating Clean Air Act compliance prebheM steady with only one circular peed along its
Iemsand raising 'concerns about employee health
axi . In Ibis case, the chamfer is uniform and parand general environmental ethics. To eeunter the
allel to '!he !involute. This method producesagood
pollution. effecss, expensive fIlters and dust collecchamfer, and there is no Deed Ior any additional
tors are needed. Tiny bUJ'fS are created along the
deburring operations. On the other ~and, milling
involute, amd they need an extra Cleaning operais a costly operation, and it is difficult 10 chamfer
tion like shot peen blast. A lot of operator assisgears lying adjacent to a. shoulder u ing this techtance is required to mainlain a good setup,
nique. Cycl.e times are long in tbits method
A rolling opermion ,using special c.laarnfer
because of indexing, and too] life is poor.
tool&. This operation involves driving a chamfer
A second way to cut a chamfer is to use a gear
tool in mesh with the gear under pressure. The
train or CNC equipment to index in conjunction
pI1essure wtllplasticaHy deform the material, prowith a cutter. The cutter has a reciprocating
ducingtbe
chamfer. Most of the material
motion timed with the iadexing motion. This type
deformed plastically will flow out of the ides A,
of operation u ually produces the chamfer along a
8, Camd D (see Fig. 8). Troy portion > about
traight lille. The advantage of this me!hod! is !hat
OJ}OO8" (O.02.mm), will rise up
tiny ridges
no further d.eburring operation is required. Among
inside the involutes E. F. G and H. and a very
the disadvantages is the fact that this method cresmall portion will rise out of the tip chamfer (D)
ates an uneven chamfer ,extending ,through the
(Fi.g.I) produced bya turning operation. Because
whole root. Sometime burrs are [eft on the gear in
Ule root area. Chamfering gears adjacent to a of this, the operation must be followed bya finishing operation like shaving or grinding ..II is not
shoulder is also difficult with this method. Again,
recommended for finished 'cut parts.
cycle times are long. and tool life is poor. This
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The material raised alonglhe surfaces A. B" C
and Dandthe burrs produced dtrringtbe cutting of
the teem are removed! by a spring-loaded deburr
tool. The chamfer and deburr operations must be
carried out simultaneollsly to avoid pushingfhe
burrs into 'the gear teeth. after cutting. The chamfer
tool willforce the burrs out for a cleaner cut by the
deburr tool. The material raised! aIongthe . urface
D can be minimized by designing the chamfer tool
with an operating pressure angle that minimizes
the sliding velocityl.oward the tip. A pair of burIlishingtoo.ls can. be added to the deburrtoel group
to remove the raised materia] along D.

The main advantage of this method i extreme.Iy tong cutter life. It is quite common to chamfer
more than 100.000 parts between resharpeaing,
The machine cut cycle time is only 3-4 seconds.
while the floor-to-f1oor cycle time varies from
7-15 seconds for pinion gears. Constant sizes. of
chamfer parallel to the involute and chamfering
!he root are possible. This method can chamferl
. deburr any adjaeem houlder both. on the gear side
and the groove side.
Some stress points should be considered when
producing edge chamfers by rolling. The plastic
deformations of the material should produce
residual tresses along the involute surface chamfer that would ~ocany increa e the airface stress
limit and reduce the stress concentration factor,
thus enhancing .the overaH resistance of the chamfered gear. It is essential to charmer not only the
acute angle called for on most drawings. but also
the obtuse angle. This gives better protection from
nicks and bumps. and en ures homogeneous
behavior of both the Hanks of the gear under load
because of the residual stress.
For simplest applications. the tool used on
chamfering and! deburring machines consists of a
set of chamfering tool and a. et of skiving tools
to deburr lateral surfaces. Because of the force
between the too]'s springs and the gear's width.
once it enters into the tools. the two deburring
tools will spread open. Chamfering and deburring
tools run free on their own qllill and elf-center
themselves 011 the center line of the gear, thus
assuring symmetrical
chamfers and complete
removal of bWTS,
The tool group on 3..one-head machine in the
imple t form consists of one et of chamfer bevel
gears and one set of cutter eli cs mounted together
as a gang. The workpiece drives the complete tool
group, since:it is in mesh with thechamfering tool.
The various types of chamfers that can be
achieved on either pur or h licalgears cover the
whole range usuaUy required for amy cylindrical
gears. Examples of feasible chamfers include a)
chamfering only 011 one flank. without the root; b)
chamfering both flanks withoutthe root; c) chamfering one flankand part of the root; d) chamfering the complete profile; e) chamfering inclined
faces. (see Fig. 9).
Each problem can be evaluated individually and
tooling engineered to suit pecific applications,
Cluster gears can be chamfered and debmred with
machines having nUlltiheads wiIh two woJlting stalions. To work. different gears on the same machine.
the tools can be designed to keep a constant center
distance between IfIe workpiece and the too! in order
to reduce the changeover time.

'CbamferiQg Tools,
Chamfering tool are engineered to generate
th chamfer on the edges of the gear teeth. The
chamfer i made bythe rolling action of chamfering tools. In effect two bevel. gears mate with
the work gear only alomgthe comer edge of its
teeth. The foroe"F,''' provided by a pneumatic
cylinder, represents the thrust neee sary for
rolling (see Fig. W). Because of their bevel gear
.hape and balanced application (one pair of identical teo! ymmetricaUy coupled). oppo ed axis]
tre esare generated during rolling ..A the tool
group i free to move axially. il centers itself on
the centerline of the gear width.
Uthe two tools are off center as in Fig. llA.
after the 1001. grol.lp is engaged, the gear will
move axially until the forces are balanced. The
final po ition is shown in Fig. U B. This makes
the chamfers symmetrical. The e tools will work:

B)

,either pur or helical gears.
Fig. 12 describes a chamfering tool tooth,
Be ides being tapered, the teeth have an involute
form enabling them to mesh with the gear and
roll on its comers.
The angle of the tooth flanks of the chamferjog 1001. depends 011 the gear helix angle and the
angle of chamfers to be generated (Fig. 13).

fJ 1 and fJ 2 '" chamter angle

Fig. ll-A)
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by part print drawing.
fj = gear helix angle.
r] and r2 = flank: angle on the chamfering tool teelih.

r 1 = fJ + fJ Land r2 = fJ 2 - {3.
In order 'to have the chamfers correctly executed. the chamfering discs mu t be in uch a
positicn tbat the axes of the chamfer reels have
the arne helix angle as the gear (phasing along
helix angie).
Special Cases
When a houlder or radius i pre em on the
ide face of the gear, !he chamfering operation
cannot be completed all. along the profile. The
chamfer must end etJeast .o.m2" (.0.3 mm)
before 8 step or a radius begins. In cases where
the gear has an angled side face, it is necessary
to engineer tools wilih properly modified. pres-

Section ,of One Tooth
Chamfering

or

Tool

sure angles.
Cbamfer Tool Resb8:rJJf"ning
The chamfering tools are able to produce
many thou ands of pieces befere resharpening.
be chamfering
tool teeth are not truly
re harpened, Rather, the position of the chamfering disc i ,changed with respect tothe gear
so that afterward chamfers wiln be generated
bya new area. of the chamfer tool. teeth that is
nOI.worn yet.
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Fig. 12 -
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Each chamfering disc can be utilized three or
four 'limes. When the chamfers no longer have a
constant size from one gear 'tooth to another when
the rolling stres rise or when each single ehamfer i no longer uniform along the profile, i" is
time togrind the chamfering discs ill such a way
that a, new rolling area will contact with the 'edges
of the gear teelh.
DcbuFF Tools
Deburring tools are large diameter discs who e
external rims are ground to the rake angles necesary for cutting action. The di tance between the
two discs is aotconstanr because they can move
axially either under the action of the springs ("m"
shown in Fig. 14) or as a can equence of the self'centering with the gear to be deburred,
In the rest position. the spring pressure on the
deburring discs brings their separation distance to
a minimal value, which is about 0.008" (0.2 mm)
less than the minimum gear width .. Ifthe distance
betweenl.be
discs were fixed, the discs themselves would hit the outside diameter of the workpiece, chipping it when discs are plunge-fed
toward the workpiece. To avoid this, the cutting
edge of each di c is provided with atapered leadin whose ize is large enough to avoid hitting 'the
out ide diameter of dle gear to be deburred. The
first contact must occur between the lead-in surface and the workpiece outside diameter.
The deburriag discs are rotated by the workpiece Itself, and the burrs are removed through a
true skiving actien on the gear lateral faces.
Generally 100,(}()() pieces or more in some ca e.
can be deburred before resharpen.iog the tool. The,
tool life between resharpenings depends upon a
number of factors, They are
• The hardnes and machinability of workpiece material;
• Thethickae s of bum and the size of the
requested chamfer;
•.The length of the deburred area (workpiece
whole depth);
'. The presence of steps. radii or shoulders •.
which may interfere with the tool cutting edge;
• The correctre harpening and as embly of
the tool group.
Special Cases
For gears with sh _ulders or radii, special types
of deburri:ng tools are designed for a. correct
action of the debll.rrin-ll discs in order to avoid the
interference, To deburr a gear with a radius (see
Fig. 15), a special type of deburring 1.001 known. as
an URn type tool is u ed. Due to the pring loading
action, the burrs are uniformly and cleanly skived
offlhe surface by the tool following the profile of
the gear, The same tool also performs the deburI
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ToOl Tooth Section
Fig. 13 - Seclilo!l view of debILm-ng toobin mesh with gear.

L

Fig. 141-

''R'" type deburring

tooll in mesh with gear.

C

Fig ..15 -
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Cross seedonal view of deburring
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tool.

ring of the straight portion ..The radius form protuberances A are alternated withthe cutting edges a,
which work the straight portion of surtace S like a
standard deburring tool. Protuberances A remove
burr from the radii by means 'Of the true cutting
action of the cutting edges C or D according (0 the
direction of rotation. Portion a skives the straight
faces as far as .008" (0.2 rom) to 0.012" ~O.3nun)
above radius Rl.
When the surface to be deburred is tapered.
specially tapered debuning tools with many
inclined slots are used to generate an adequate
number of sharp cutting edges. During helical
gear cutting with ,eiU\er a hob 'Or wilh a shapee
cutter, burrs are usuaL1iy left on the acute edge
(where the too] comes out of the gear) ..The relative traverse movement between the deburring
tool and the gear must push the DllIT toward! the
tooth and not toward the space.
Deburring Tool Sltarpening
Wear can be removed by grinding ,either surface E or surface H (see Fig. 16A). Stock size
removed must be 0.008" (0.2 mm) or its multiples in the direction of the disc's axis. The disc
thickness reduction is compensated for by shifting the spacers ..
With no gear between. the 'tools, the discs are
in the conditions shown in Fig. 16B. The springs
push tile disc and the spacer against Ithe shoulder
flange. When the gear enters the discs, it forces
Ithe discs apart, thus, moving the tool f:rom the
shoulder flange and creating a gap approximately 0.004" (0. ~ rom) between flange and spacers
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Fig. 16 - Principle of deburrlng tool operation.
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(see Fig. 17). After resharpening the gap will not
be the same. In order to retum to the initial conditions, a space 0,008" (0.2 mm)lhick wiU have
to be shifted from position l to position 2 as
shown in Fig. 18. After every resharpening, it is
necessary to check the lead in 'chamfer size so
that it lies outside of the gear when the tool contacts the gear .. 0

Fig, 17 _ Cross sectional viewor debul1'lng tool with spacers and spr.lngs.

Presented at SME's 1st lnternational Advanced
Gear Processing .& Manufacturing Conference,
June 3-5, 1996. Reprinted with permission.

Fig. 18 -

Position shift after resbarpening.
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